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DESCRIPTION

PROSKIRTING SHELL is an aluminium 
cove-shaped skirting board profile. Thanks 
to its radius of curvature, the profile is easy 
to clean and therefore suitable for hygie-
nic environments. The profile, after laying, 
thanks to its special geometry, appears like 
a normal skirting board with a modern and 
elegant design.

 
MATERIAL

PROSKIRTING SHELL is an anodized silver 
aluminium cove-shaped skirting board 
profile, with a height of 70 mm. Thanks to 
its radius of curvature, it is particularly 
suitable for ensuring cleanliness and 
hygiene. It is designed for installing low - 
voltage electrical cables such as web, 
telephone and satellite TV cables. The 
profile allows to cover perimeter joints of 
25 mm and can be fixed directly to the wall 
(non-inspectionable adhesive version 
PKSHAA 70A) or to supports (inspectio- 
nable version PKSHAA 70). The punched 
aluminum support pieces 20 mm long 
must be fixed to the wall with screws, 
about every 50 cm. 
PROSKIRTING SHELL, thanks to the 
availability of special pieces such as 
internal and external corners, junctions 
and end caps, allows for easy installation 
and workmanlike finish. 

AREAS OF USE

PROSKIRTING SHELL in aluminium is 
suitable for every indoors environment.

WARNINGS

Do not use PROSKIRTING SHELL in alumi-
nium outdoors and in environments 
where aggressive substances are present. 
Do not use the adhesive version on porous 
supports.

MAINTENANCE

PROSKIRTING SHELL  does not require 
any special maintenance; it is suggested to 
clean it with normal household cleaning 
products.

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Cut “PROSKIRTING SHELL” to the 
desired length.

Adhesive version
2. Remove all remains of oil, grease and 
dirt from the surface where the profile will 
be laid.
3. When the surface is dry, remove the 
silicone film. 
4. Place the profile correctly and press it 
without hitting.

With support version
2. Fix the punched support to the wall with 
screws every 50 cm. 
3. If expected, laying the low-voltage 
electric cables like web, computer, 
telephone and satellite TV.
4. Attach the profile to the support 
applying low pressure.  

TEXT TEMPLATE FOR TENDERS

Delivery and installation of anodized 
silver aluminium cove-shaped skirting 
board profile, with a height of 70 mm. It 
can be fixed to the wall with adhesive 
(non-inspectionable version PKSHAA 
70A) / with punched aluminium supports 
(inspectionable version PKSHAA 70), 20 
mm long, that can be fixed to the wall 
with screws every 50 cm. The profile 
allows to cover perimeter joints of 25 mm 
and is provided with special pieces such 
as internal and external corners, end caps 
and junctions, like PROSKIRTING SHELL of 
the Progress Profiles company.

PKSHAA 70/70A: Anodized silver alumi-
nium

Profile height : ___________________mm 
Profile Length : ___________________mt
Material : ______________________€/mt
Installation : ____________________€/mt
Total value : ____________________€/mt 


